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Coalitions, dominance rank and reproductive success in wild male
crested macaques
Coalition formation is one of the most striking forms of cooperation in the
animal kingdom. Yet, there is substantial variation between taxa in how
coalitions translate into fitness benefits. In this study, we investigated the link
between dominance rank trajectories, coalitions and reproductive success in
two groups of wild male crested macaques (Macaca nigra), a species with
high male reproductive skew. We observed 212 coalitions involving 37 males
and used linear mixed models to test how a suite of parameters (individual,
social and related to single coalitions) influenced future rank of individual
males. We found that males participating in coalitions achieved higher future
ranks than targets of coalitions, independent of the expected relationship
between age and dominance status. Additionally, revolutionary coalitions had
stronger effects on future rank than conservative and bridging coalitions.
Moreover, rank change depended on feasibility of coalitions (difference in
dominance scores between coalition partners and their target) and on whether
males formed coalitions with other males or with females. Finally, we link
coalitions to reproductive success by showing that rank (as a consequence of
coalitions) closely predicted paternity success. The existence of this link is
further supported by the absence of coalitions in the context of directly
breaking up consortships of males with fertile females. In sum, our results
provide important new insights into the mechanisms underlying coalition
formation in male primates and support the idea that one of the major paths
by which coalitions affect reproductive success and ultimately fitness is
through influencing male rank trajectories.

